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           ABSTRACT  

In this paper, we present a new  method for decoding [47,24,11] quadratic residue (QR) code which is the 

reduction of the required memory compared to the full lookup table or other known algebraic decoding 

methods. The idea behind this decoding technique is based on the existence of a one-to-one relation 

between the syndrome and correctable error patterns. In this approach, errors are directly found from the 

table and no multiplication operation over a finite field is required. Because of using the cyclic structure 

of codes, weight of syndrome and a reduced lookup table, the proposed algorithm can be applied on many 

other cyclic codes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we present a new method for decoding [47,24,11] quadratic residue (QR) code which 

is the reduction of the required memory compared to the full lookup table or other known algebraic 

decoding methods. The well-known quadratic residue (QR) codes, first discussed in 1958 by prange [1,2], 

is one of the best-known  examples of binary cyclic codes with code rate close to 1/2 and generally large 

minimum distance. In the past decades, a series of different decoding methods have been developed to 

decode the QR codes[3]- [5], [6]- [13], [18]. Nevertheless, these algebraic decoding techniques require a 

large number of operations in finite field. These complicated computations lead to a time delay in the 

decoding procedure and therefore the decoding time will become unrealistic when the code length is large.  

Recently, a new method, called table lookup decoding algorithm (TLDA)[16], is proposed for decoding of 

cyclic QR codes. In general, the TLDA makes possible a faster decoding time for cyclic codes in 

comparison with the algebraic decoding algorithm. Moreover, it is practical for hardware or firmware 

implementations when the code length is not too large. For example, an efficient TLDA to decode the long 

binary systematic [47,24,11] QR code[6] is required so that it can allow for the correction of up to 

      52/5112/1)(min  cdt  errors. The full lookup table in the conventional table lookup 

decoding algorithm (CTLDA) needs 1729647
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 syndromes and their corresponding error 
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patterns and it requires 85.14)36(1729647  bytesbytes  mega bytes (MB) memory stored. Such a 

large memory required makes the computation very complicated. In another effort, Chen[12], used a lookup 

table decoding algorithm (LTDA) with a memory size 1.05 MB to decode the binary systematic [47,24,11] 

QR code. However, the size of the memory required to store this lookup table is still too large. Afterward, 

Chang[14] recommended a method for decoding of binary QR codes that due to the property of the cyclic 

codes, the required memory size reduced up
n

1   time of its original size, where n  is the code length of the 

code. In fact, it is verified in [14] that for decoding the [47,24,11] QR only needs 36.6 KB memory size, 

which includes 4164
47
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 syndromes together their corresponding error patterns. 

In this paper, using the properties of cyclic codes, weight of syndrome, reduced lookup table, and a 

code rate close to 1/2, a new algorithm, called reduced lookup table decoding algorithm (RLTDA) is 

proposed to decode the [47,24,11] QR code, which has this property that it only needs 2.6 KB memory size, 

including 300 syndromes and their corresponding error patterns. Such a small memory size can be easily 

embedded in the memory of the micro controller chips[19]. In general, the proposed method can be 

extended for each cyclic code with the parity-check matrix  H=[In-k|Pk] in which k ~n-k  i.e. cyclic codes 

with rate close to 1/2. 

The outline of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the background and some 

preliminaries of the binary linear cyclic and QR codes, then Section III explains the proposed decoding 

algorithm. and Section IV is the conclusion.......... 

 

2 PRELIMINARIES  AND  CONSTRUCTIONS  

Let n,k  be two positive integers. By a (binary) [n,k] linear code, we mean a dimension k linear 

subspace of }:...{ 21102 FxxxxF in

n   , where  }1,0{2 F  is the finite field of order 2.  An [n,k] linear 

code $C$ is said to be cyclic if for each Ccccc n  110 ... , we have Cccccc nn   2101 ... , i.e the right 

cyclic shift of each codeword must also be a codeword. According to the polynomial form, each codeword 

Cc can be shown by the code polynomial 
1

110 ...)( 

 n

n xcxccxc  in ][2 xF Now, the following 

lemmas are given from [15]-[ 18].  

Lemma 2.1 Among all code polynomials in C, there is a unique monic generator polynomial    
rr

r xxgxggxg  



1

110 ...)( with minimal degree r<n. 

Every code polynomial c(x) in C is a multiple of g(x), and can be expressed uniquely as )()()( xgxmxc 

, where  
1

110 ....)( 

 k

k xmxmmxm   is the message polynomial corresponding   to the massage 

vector ).,...,,( 110 kmmm   

Lemma      2.2        The generator polynomial g(x) of C is a factor of  1nx  in ].[2 xF  

 

Let C be a cyclic code with the generator polynomial 
r

r xgxggxg  ...)( 10
, 00 g  and 

 Cc be a codeword transmitted through a noisy channel. Moreover, let  r=c+e  is the received vector 

where e is an error pattern induced by the noisy channel which is denoted by  
1

110 ...)( 

 n

n xexeexe  in the polynomial form. The generator matrix of C is as follows: 
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In fact, each row of G is the right-cyclic shift of the previous row. 

Moreover, the parity-check matrix of code C can be represented by the following matrix. 

 

 

 

 

                               H= 

 

 

 

 

where  

k

k xhxhhxh  ...)( 10
, k=n-r, is the parity-check polynomial defined by

)(

1
)(

xg

x
xh

n 
 . 

 

Now, let 18  ln , where l is an arbitrary positive integer and Q be the quadratic residues modulo n, i.e. 

the set of nonzero squares modulo n. 

For example, the set of quadratic residues (QR) modulo 47 is as follows. 

 

Q47={1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 34, 36, 37, 42} 

 

Let C be a [47,24,11] cyclic code with the following generator polynomial: 

.1)()( 23191814131210976532

47
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxwxxg i

Qi  
  

where 
17848147

1223

 



w  is the primitive 47th root of x47-1 and    is the primitive element of the finite 

field ).2( 23GF  

The parity-check polynomial of the [47,24,11] QR code is as follows: 

.
)(

1)( 4691213151619202447

xxxxxxxxxxx
xg

xxh   

Now, for a received vector r(x), let 1mod)()(...)( 1

110  



nkn

kn xxhxrxsxssxs be the 

syndrome polynomial in )1(])[( nxxqGF which can be expressed as syndrome vector

T

kn rHssss   ),...,,( 110
, where HT is the transpose of H. Clearly, if r=c+e, c is a codeword, then s=e 

HT. 

g0   g1   …    gr    0    …    0     0      

0    g0    g1   …   gr    …    0     0 

.             .     …    .    …    .      . 

.             .     …    .    …    .      . 

.             .     …    .    …    .      . 

0   …    0    g0     g1   …    gr     0 

0    0     …  0      g0   …    gr-1  gr  

 

hk    hk-1     …    h0    0     …      0      0      

0     hk     hk-1   …   h0      …     0      0 

 .                .    …    .      …      .      . 

 .                .    …    .      …      .      . 

 .                .    …    .      …      .      . 

 0    …      0     hk    hk-1    …      h0     0 

 0     0       …   0      hk    …    h1    h0  
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3 THE REDUCED LOOKUP TABLE DECODING ALGORITHM 

The [47,24,11] QR code has the minimum-distance 11, so it can correct all error patterns of weight 

less than or equal      52/)111(2/)1)(( min  Cdt  Based on lookup-table decoding, a decoding 

method was proposed in [12] for decoding the [47,24,11] QR in which the total number of syndromes and 

their corresponding error patterns is 1729647
475
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. On the other hand, the memory-size required to 

store each syndrome and error pattern is 3 and 6 bytes, respectively. Thus, the total memory size for the full 

lookup table (FLT) is 85.14)36(1729647  bytesbytes . However, such a large memory requirement 

is not efficient in practice and it is very expensive. 

Here, we introduce a new decoding algorithm, called reduced lookup table decoding algorithm 

(RLTDA), which uses the properties of cyclic codes, weight of syndromes, reduced lookup table and the 

code-rate close to 1/2 to reduce lookup time, number of syndromes and corresponding error patterns. In 

fact, the reduced lookup table used in RLTDA consists of syndrome patterns and corresponding error 

patterns with at most two errors in the message block of the codeword. All possible 5 errors may de occurred 

in [47,24,11] QR code are described in Table 1. 

 

                               Table 1: Possible 5 errors in [47,24,11] QR code 

t Block parity-check Block message 

1 5 0 

2 0 0,1,2,3,4 

3 1 0,1,2,3,4 

4 2 0,1,2,3 

5 3 0,1,2 

6 4 0,1 

7 0 5 

 

Theorem 3.1  If w(s)=0, then no errors happened in the received word. 

Theorem 3.2  Let e be the error of weight and syndrome-weight at most 5, i.e.  5)( ew  and 5)(0  sw  

Then all non-zero elements of e are located in the parity-check block. 

Theorem 3.3  If   6)( Sw and syndrome is  in the table then at most 2 errors happened in the message 

block of the received codeword. 

Theorem 3.4  If 6)( Sw  and  syndrome is not in the table, it means there are six possible condition: 

 One error happened in the parity-check block and at most four errors in the message block. 

 two errors happened in the parity-check block and at most three  errors in the message 

block. 

 three errors happened in the parity-check block and at most two errors in the message block. 

 four errors  happened in the parity-check block and one  error in the message block. 

 At most four errors happened in the message block. 

 five errors happened in the message block. 
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3.1 Algorithm  

S0         Let  c  be transmitted codeword and r=c+e be the received vector having the  syndrome  
TrHs   of weight w(s). 

S1           Let t=5 and k=24. 

S2           If  w(s)=0, then r is a codeword, so go to the end. 

S3           If tsw  )(0 , then decode r as  c=r-(s <<k), and go to the end. 

S4         If w(s)>t, then search syndrome s in Table Table 3 using BSA (binary search algorithm). If s     

corresponds to an error vector ei  in the table, then set c=r-ei, and go to the end. 

S5           For each si in Table 4, set 
i

i sss )(
and )( )(isw be the weight of .)(is  

S6            If  4)( )( isw , for some 3001  i , then set 
i

i eksrc  )( )(
and go to the  end. 

S7            Let  r   be the n-k bits left-cyclic-shift of r and 
THrs  be the syndrome of r' of weight ).(sw   

S8          If tsw )( , then set )( ksrc  , else let
i

i sss  )(
, then if 4)(3 )(  isw  set

i

i eksrc  )( )(
, else flip the first bit of the massage part of r and then set r  , THrs  , 

i

i sss  )(
 and  .)( )(

i

i eksrc   

S9            Let c be the n-k bits right-cyclic-shift of cand go to the end. 

S10          End. 

 

 

As seen in Tables 3,4, RLTDA algorithm only needs 

300
242
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 syndromes with their corresponding error patterns. Hence, the memory required to store 

the syndromes with the error patterns is 

KBbytesbytes 6.2)36(300  . Moreover, if N=300 is the number of all syndromes, then the time 

complexity of finding a target in the RLTDA algorithm using a binary search is at most 

  8300loglog 22 NO times. However, if a linear search algorithm is used to find the syndromes, then 

the overall time complexity of the algorithm will be at most O(N)=300 times. Therefore, the average 

searching speed in RLTDA algorithm can be saved up to .5.378300 times  

 

        Table 2. number of syndromes and error patterns in the reduced look up table. 

 

t Number of syndromes Number of error patterns 

1 24 24 

2 276 276 

Total 300 300 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an efficient look up table is suggested to decode the binary systematic [47,24,11] QR code up 

to five errors. This decoding algorithm is based on the properties of cyclic codes, the weight of syndromes 

and the reduced lookup table. These facts, of course, lead to a substantial reduction of the size of the 

standard traditional lookup table. In this method, the well-known binary search algorithm is applied to 

reduce the searching time. In general, the proposed method can be applied for other well-known cyclic 

codes with rates close to 1/2. 
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Table 3.the error locators of some error patterns required for RLTDA algorithm. 
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Table 4. the table of syndromes of the errors given in Table 3 

 


